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SUMMARY 

A simple model for the dispersion of heavy and cold gas clouds 

is developed. The horizontal dimension of the cloud is assumed 

to increase only due to the effects of gravity. The cold cloud 

is heated from below and from air entrainment at its upper 

boundary. The entrainment of air is estimated as for atmospheric 

inversions and density interfaces in laboratory flows. 

The dispersion is predicted to be strongly dependent on environ 

mental conditions, particularly the roughness of the underlying 

surface and the mean wind speed. Under unfavourable conditions a 

heavy gas cloud from a major release may be hazardous for hours 

and at distances as large as ten's of kilometers from the source. 
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DISPERSION OF HEAVY GAS CLOUDS 
IN THE ATMOSPHERE 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The production, transportation and storage of large quantities 

of heavy, explosive or poisonous gases may introduce hazards 

of unusual proportions to the public. A cloud of methane, 

propane or butane may be flammable even if the mean volume 

concentration is as low as 1%. A cloud of chlorine may be 

poisonous at much lower concentrations. If accidental release 

occur in unfavourable atmospheric flows, such clouds could be 

hazardous far away from the source. 

The gas is often stored in liquified form. If this liquid is 

exposed to normal environments, the gas will boil off from a 

liquid pool at a boiling temperature that may be much lower 

than the environmental temperature. In this phase the gas 

density will be significantly higher than that of the atmo 

sphere, and the gas cloud will spread horizontally due to 

gravity. As it does so, it may be heated from below, and 

turbulence will entrain air into the heavy cloud. After some 

time the gas mixture may obtain the same density as the air 

while still having a much lower temperature (methane). The 

heating from below will then continue. For other gases (butane, 

propane, chlorine) the density is higher than air at atmospheric 

temperature. For these, the heating from below will stop when 

atmospheric temperature has been obtained. Eventually, turbulence 

will dilute the gas so much that it becomes non-hazardous. 

Numerous investigations have been done towards estimating the 

spread of such clouds. The following is a representative 

selection of reports: Fay (1), FannelØp (2), van Ulden (3), 

te Riele (4), Germeles and Drake (5) and (6). Authors claim 

that their models explain experimental data, but they usually 
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have many adjustable coefficients available to fit curves 

to incomplete, sparce, and highly stochastic data. Experiments 

involving the release of heavy gases are described by Burges 

et al. (7), Feldbauer et al.. (8), (9), and in (3). 'l'he 

quantitative physical understanding of the dispersion of non 

passive gases is modest. 

2 A DISPERSION MODEL FOR A HEAVY GAS CLOUD 

In principle, the problem of how a heavy and cold gas cloud 

behaves in the atmosphere is a question of the dynamics and 

irreversible thermodynamics of one turbulent flow in another. 

A reasonably complete and satisfactory description of this 

process would probably be extremely complicated. 'I'he aim is 

only to model the characteristics of the bulk properties of 

the process for the simplest environmental conditions. Some 

of the approximations used to obtain a simple description 

may seem unneccesarily crude. Their validity should, however, 

be judged relative to other more implicit approxl:nations. 

The uncertainty of an estimate produced by any model for 

heavy and cold gas dispersion is most probably of the same 

order of magnitude as the estimate itself. 

2.1 Idealized source models 

If the characteristic time required to release most of the gas 

is tr, the transverse (cross wind) dimension of the cloud at 

timet will ber ~ U t. Here U is a characteristic radial r r g r g 
speed during the release process. With a transport velocity U , a 
which may be somewhat less than the atmospheric wind, the 

longitudinal (parallel to the wind) dimension of the cloud 

at the timet becomes: (U +U )t . r a g r 
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If it is assumed that physical processes important for the gas 

spreading, such as the heating of the cloud, have time scales 

significantly larger than tr and that the cloud is approximately 

circular at timet, i.e. U >> U, the source is considered r g a 
to be instantaneous. The instantaneous source model is thus 

more realistic under weak mean wind conditions. 

When t is large or the transverse dimension r is much smaller r r 
than the longitudinal, the most important spread direction will 

be the longitudinal. For finite t the condition for this is r 
U << U • In this case the source is said to be continuous. g a 
The continuous source model is thus the more realistic at high 

mean wind conditions. As this continuous source model only takes 

into account the spread due to the mean wind transport in the 

longitudinal direction, it overestimates the gas concentration 

of a release over a finite time interval. 

Of all ways to release a given amount of gas, the instantan2ous 

release results in the largest hazard distances, while a constant, 

continuous release over the timet results in the smallest r 
hazard distances. The reason is that the transverse and verti- 

cal spread will be of the same order for the two clouds, while 

the longitudinal spread will be much larger for the continuous 

release. In this respect the instantaneous source idealisation 

overestimates and the continuous source idealisation under 

estimates the hazard of a realistic release. 

From a different point of view it may be stated that when the 

amount of gas and t are given, increasing atmospheric wind U 
r a 

makes the release less hazardous by making the source more 

like a continuous release. 

2.2 ~dealized vertical representation 

It is assumed that the underlying surface is flat with roughness 

elements which are small compared to the vertical dimension of 

the gas mixture. 
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A general experimental experience is that the transition layer 

between a light fluid over a more dense fluid has a very small 

vertical dimension and is very persistent, even in the case of 

a significant mean velocity shear across the layer. It is therefore 

assumed that the flow adjusts its gradient Richardson number over 

the interface so that Kelvin Helrnholz instability is almost 

always avoided. 

The heavy gas cloud spreads horizontally by gravity. Because 

of the mean velocity shear and convection due to heating from 

below, this flow is probably a well developed turbulent flow. 

The turbulence is likely to produce a nearly homogeneous vertical 

distribution of most variables inside the cloud. This implies 

that the vertical dimension of the cloud, h, is well defined. 

The scale of the energy containing eddies in the bulk layer, is 

assumed to be of the same order ash both in the vertical 

and the horizontal direction. 

As the horizontal dimension of the cloud, r, is much larger 

than h, it is sufficient to consider a representative vertical 

cross section of the flow. The characteristics of such a cross 

section are illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
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Figur 2.1: Assumed, representative vertical profiles of the 
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It is noticed that the atmospheric mean flow velocity, U , a 
is likely to introdusc horizontal gradients in the mean velocity 

of an instantaneously released gas cloud. Approximate syn®etry 

with respect to the center of such a cloud is retained lf either 

the atmospheric mean velocity and/or the momentum exchange 

across the interface is small. 

If these concepts of the flow are realistic, the dispersion can 

not be realistically estimated by using K-theories of turbulence 

as done in references (4) and (6). In the bulk cloud there will be 

large vertical turbulent transports in spite of negligible mean 

gradients, and across the interface the turbulent transport may 

be small in spite of very large mean gradients. It would also 

be difficult to use numerical models of the Reynolds equåtions 

for mean flow computations as done in reference (6), because 

the vertical resolution of the grid would have to be very 

small, both near the underlying surface and near the density 

interface. 

With the assumption of a well defined upper boundary of the gas 

mixture a definition of the mass, M(t), of the cloud can be 

given. 

M ( t) = M + M ( t) g a ( 2. 1) 

Here Mg is the mass of gas released and Ma(t) is the mass of 

entrained air. When the gas cloud is assumed to be approxi 

mately sylindrical and the characteristic entrainment velocity 

dhd 
is denoted dt one has 

dMa(t) 

dt 
= 

( 
dhd) 

ncra r2 dh ( 2. 2) 

Equation (2.1) may then be written 

np(t)r2(t)h(t) =M +M (t) 
g a 

( 2 • 3) 
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The corresponding equations fer a continuous source release in 

a stationary flow fieJ.d are obtained by considering th0 flux 

of gas mixture at a distance x from the source. 

dM dM 
Up(x)2r(x)h(x) = dtg + dta ( 2 • 4) 

dM 
The transverse dimension of the plume is 2r, dt g is +he source 

dMa 
strength and is the entrained air over the distance x. dt- 
We have 

dM X 
(dh~ a 2p f = r(x) dt dx dt a 0 

or 

~-- ( dMa) ( dh ) = 2par(x) <ltd (2 . 5) 
dx dt 

2. 3 Gravity indused veloc.ili_ 

The frontal speed of a heavy gas cloud has been estimated by 

several authors (1,2,3,5), to be 

dr Cl,1 /gh ~PP)½ dt = Ug -- \ ( 2. 6) 

Here a.1 is a coefficient a1E(l,/2), gis the gravity 

acceleration and .6p=p·-,)a. When there a r e no horizontal va r i a t i.on s 

of hand p, the radial gravity i~duced horizontal speed will vary 

linearly with the dist3nce from th8 center of both a ci.rcular 

cloud and a plume. The average gravity speed over a circular 

cloud and a plume then becomes respectively, j Ug and½ u9. By 

choosing a1=1, the velocity given by equation (2.6) is thus 

representative for the gravity induced flow of the bulk cloud. 

T'h i s small value of a, will r e s u Lt; in a small underestimate:: 

of r, the area of the upper s ur f a cø of the cloud a nd thus t he 
cntraLnment of air. 
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2.4 Equation of stat~ 

Initially, the h~avy, cold gas mixture is not in thermodynamic 

equilibrium. With all the inaccuracies involved in this problem, 

we nevertheless assume that it obeys the laws of an ideal gas. 

The equation of state for the gas mixture is thus: 

p == J?_ 
RT ( 2. 7) 

The pressure, p, is asumed to be constant. When the universal 

go.s constant is R* the "gas constant" for a gas with molecular 

weight m1 is Ri= R*/m1. For a mixture of two ideal gases we 

have, for an instantaneous source. 

R(t) 
M R + M (t) R 

== _9-_g a a 
M + M (t) 
g a 

( 2 • 8) 

For a continuous source it is 

R(x) 

dM __ gR 
= dt. g 

clM 
_ _9: 
dt 

dM a + dt (x) Ra 
dM 

..:. a ( ) ' dt-: X 

( 2 . 9) 

2.5 Heat transfer from the surface 

Since there is an imposed gravity flow f i.e Ld , Ug, we assume that 

the heat transfer from the underlying surfac~ may be approxi 

mated by the laws of forced convection heat transfer, as des 

er ibed by for instance Welty et ai. (10) . The heat trans£ er 

per unit area is proportional to the difference between the 

surface temperature, set equal to Ta, and the gas temper~ture. 

_§_9. = 
elt K (T -T) a 

( 2 • 10) 
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K = St•p•c •U p ( 2 .11) 

U is the free stream velocity. 

The Reynolds analogy, stating that the coefficients of heat 

and momentum transfer are approximately equal, implies that 

the Stanton number can be roughly estimated as shown in 

reference (10). 

St 
½cf 

~ 
1+5 (½cf) 2 (Pr-1) (2.12) 

~ ½cf 

Here Cf is the drag coefficient, given as twice the quadratic 

ratio of the friction and the free stream velocities. 

( 2 .13) 

-3 
Kitaigorodskii (11) has estimated cf~ 2•10 to be a represen- 

tative value over water. Over a smooth land surface it is 
-2 

significantly larger, say 2•10 . 

The h2at transfer from the surface must be equal to the 

turbulent enthalpy flux near the surface so that 

(2 .14) 

For heat transfer and entrainment estimation, the free 

strea1n velocity is approximated as,for instantaneuous releases 

~ uug U = max ) 

a 

(2.15) 
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and for continuous releases 

u = u a (2.16) 

For the purpose of this report, Ua is the mean wind velocity, 

considered to be constant with height. 

2.6 Entrainment of air 

A characteristic feature of the initial flow of a heavy gas 

cloud seems to be a vortex ring at its front. This vortex 

is probably essential to the initial entrainment of air near 

the peripherial boundary. After some time, however, most of 
the entrainment must occur at the large upper surface of the 

cloud. This is most probably the entrainment which eventually 

makes the cloud non-hazardous, and the only entrainment 

considered in the present model. 

2.6.1 Convective entrainment 

Tenneke,s (12) and Heidt (13), among others, have discussed 

the entrainment rate across an atmospheric inversion above a 

free convection layer. Tennekes assumes that the downward 

enthalpy flux near the inversion pcp(Gw)h is equal to the 

enthalpy loss of the newly entrained air. 
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For a sufficiently large water vapor mixing ratio Xw, conden 

sation will release the latent heat of evaporation, L. For 

large temperature differences the latent heat of sublimation 

may be released. The enthalpy loss of the newly entrained 

air is then 

This gives 

(2.17) 

H(Ta-T) is the Heavyside generalized unit function. Tda is the 

dew point temperature. This is a closure equation. For simplicity, 

the difference between pc and pc is neglected in this a pa p 
connection. Equation (2.11) is then reduced to 

(Ow) h = 

The mixing ratio of water vapour is obtained from the Clausius 

Clapeyron equation 

(2.19) 

Approximately, L/cpa ~ 2.5•103 deg. Although x is normally w 
very small, the moisture term can not generally be neglected 

in equation (2.18). 

In estimating the turbulent velocities, the effects of latent 

heat release near the upper boun<l<lries of the gas cloud is not 

explicitely taken into account. The convective entrainment 

(
.,dh ) 

velocity __ d is estimated with formally the same equations elt T 
as used for dry convection. Dy considering the turbulent energy 
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equation in the neighbourhood of the inversion, Tennekcs (14) 

estimate that 

(2.20) 

where a2 is a coefficient of the order one and wT is a 
characteristic convective turbulent velocity for the bulk of 

the layer 

(2.21) 

a3 is a coefficient of the order O.l. Equation (2.21) illu 

strates the difficulty in defining a well posed problem when 

the gas mixture is cold and has the same density as air. In this 

case (0w)0 is finite, while it is difficult to assign a value 

to h. 

For a well defined h, equation (2.20) and (2.21) give 

The convective entrainment rate is then, as obtained from 

equation (2.18) with xw= O. 

( ~lhd) 
, dt •r (2. 22) 

The coefficient a4 = a2·a3 is approximately equal to 0.2 (12). 

Accepting the inconsistency of estimating the entrainment rate 

as if the flow were a free convection flow, and estimating the 

heat transfer as if it were governed by forced convection, the 

cqu a t ion s (2.14) and (2.22) give: 
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(2. 23) 

This is the same type of entrainment equation as used in 

reference (5). However, their "entrainment coefficient" of 

0.1 is much higher than the present (a4 ½cf), Their choice 

of ''entraj_nment coefficient" and Stanton number (1□-3) implies 

that the characteristic turbulent velocity at the interface 

is higher than in the bulk cloud. This seems to be physically 

inconsistent with the existence of a density interface. 

2.6.2 Mechanical entrainment 

When there is little heat transfer, the entrainment rate is 

estim3ted as for density interfaces in laboratory flows. 

In these flows the turbulence is of mechanical origin. Different 

authors, as Kato and Phillips (15), Crflpper and Linden (16), 

Wu (17) and Long (18,19), estimate the entrainment somewhat 

differently, but the following relation appears to be 

representative 

( dh~) dt m 
= C(, 

5 

3 
w 
m 

(gh~) p 

3 u 
--z: u g 

(2 .24) 

The coefficient a5 is estimated to as e(0.2,2.5). As there 

probably will be a large velocity shear across the density inter 

face, a large entrainement coefficient as= 2.5 is chosen. 

wrn is a char<1cteristic mechanical turbulent velocity, in the 

present case the frj_ction velocity. 

w m 
(2 .25) 
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It is noted that if the molecular weight of the two gQses were 

equal and if the characteristic turbulent velocity wm is set 

equal to wT in equation (2.20), the expressions (2.23) and (2.24) 

become identical. 

2.6.3 Entrainment of air 

The velocity scales relevant to the mixing inside the cloud 

are wm and wT. In the case of small wind velocity, the atmos 

pheric turbulence level is supposed to be small relative to the 

la:rgest of these two velocities. In the case of higher wind 

velocities Wm is set equal to the atmospheric friction velocity. 

The ratio of the two velocity scales is obtained from the 

equations (2.14), ( 2. 21) and (2.25). 

½cf Ugh 
6T 1 / 3 
-) 
T = w m 

Assuming, in this connection, a constant molecular weight gives: 

WT 
w m 

With CL1 

WT 
w rn 

= 1, a3= 0.2 an~ Cf= 2·10-~ this becomes 

(2.26) 

{2.27) 

For small wind velocity, Ua, equation 2.15 gives U=Ug so that 

w'l' > Wm· For larger wind velocities, however, U>U9, so that 

the two velocity scales may be more equal. 
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The ratio of the two entr~inment velocities is an~logously 

obtained. from the equations ( 2. 23) and ( 2. 24) . 

(2 .28) 

With n1=l,. a4=0.2, a5=2 and Cf=2•10-3 this becomes 

(2 .29) 

Again for small wind velocities u-ug so that(~:a)T > (::1)m 
For larger wind velocities the inequality is reversed. 

'I'h e existence of more than one velocity scale is a 

difficulty. It seems physically reasonable that the mean wind 

shear and mechanical turbulence will destroy the organized 

vertical plumes of termal convection and thus make the entrain 

ment less effective. However, little quantitatively is known 

Rbout this. While waiting for a satisfactory theory on the 

interaction between convective and mechanical cntrainment1the 

entrainment velocity is, in this report, estimated as follows. 

d\_1 
dt = max 

(dha\ 
\elt j T 

min 

(
dhd) 
dt m 

(2.30) 

w m 
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l-vhen L\p or h becomes small enough, the vertical dispersion is 

assumed to behave as vertical diffusion with a finite velocity 

described by Manin and Yaglom (20). The transition from entrain 

ment dominated vertical dispersion to dispersion dominated by 

"normal" atrnoshperic turbulence given in equation (2.30), may 

be written 

u 
9' 

(2.31) 

In the horizontal direction, it is the energy content of the 

atmospheric eddies of the same dimensions as the gas cloud that 

can contribute most to the lateral dispersion of the cloud. 

The effect is significant only if there is a sufficient vertical 

momentum exchange across the density interface. Ug is automat 

ically a velocity associated with the most efficient scale. 

Transition from gravity dominated horizontal spread to horizontal 

dispersion dominated by atmospheric turbulence, should also in 

this case be a relation between Ug and the turbulence, not the 

mean wind as commonly assumed. The condition (2.31) should 

therefore be reasonable for transition to dispersion dominated 

by atmospheric turbulence. It turns out that the inequality 

is usually not fulfilled in the computations. I.e: The spread 

is, in the present model, dominated by gravity effects over the 

most interesting parts of the phase space. 

2.7 Enthalpy equation 

Provided that there is no turbulent dissipation, there is no 

heat transfer to a material particle inside the cloud. As 

the pressure is assumed to be constant, the individual time 

derivative of the instantaneous temperature, (T + O), must 
therefore be zero. 
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D(T+0) 
dt 

-- 0 (2.32) 

With a nearly incompressible turbulent flow and small variations 

of mean values along horizontal coordinates, this gives the 

usual equation for mean temperature variations 

c3T 
at = a ( Ow) 

dz 

(2.33) 

We now have a closed set of equations to describe the state 

of the heavy gas cloud. 

3 APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION 

The equations developed are ordinary, but nonlinear differential 

equations expected to be integrable as long as p{t)>pa and 

T ~ Ta· We have not been able to find analytical solutions and 

have used the Runge-Kutta-Mersion method for integration. The 

method is described by,for instance,Skjeldestad (21). The 

integration is carried out as long as 6p/p > 10-3• 

-2 The fellowing variables are kept constant: g = 10 ms 
-3 

rna= 29 g/mol; pa= 1.3 kg m ; Ta= 283; R* = 8.3 J/rnol•deg; 

L = 2.5·106 J/kg. When not explicitely stated differently, the 

experimental coeffecients are chosen as: a1=1, a4=0.2, a5=2.5, 

the friction coefficient as c_f = 2•10-
3 

and the moisture as x =0. w 
Differences of the dispersion caused by varying initial cloud 

shape is predicted to vanish rapidly. We therefore present 

results only for r(0) = 2h(0). 
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3.1 Propane cloud 

With a molecular weight of mg= 45 g/mol and initial temperature 

T(0) = 230, the model should describe the development of a 

propane cloud released at boiling temperature. 

3.1.1 Instantaneous release --------------------- 
The state of an instantaneously released cloud is given by the 

equations (2.2, 2.3, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.12 2.14, 2.15, 2.18, 2.19, 
2. L3, 2. 24, 2 . 2 5 , 2 . 3 0 and 2 . 3 3) . 

As the instantaneous source model is most realistic under low 

wind conditions, Ua is set equal to a representative, small 

atmospheric wind velocity of 0.5 ms-1• The general properties 

of the solution are shown in Figure 3.1. 

The cold cloud falls rapidly to a very small vertical dimension. 

The t.ime which corresponds to minimum height is approximately 

equal tot= t(T=Ta). At this state there is stil]. a signifi 

cant density difference between the gas mixture and the air. 

However, the gravity fall is here balanced and later dominated 

by air entrainement. 

-2 
The figure shows that as the mixing ratio, x, approaches 10 =1% 

we have approximately 

-{5/?.+) 
for M = 5•102kg t . 

rl:IT ~.2.. x] g 

lT ex: (3.1) , 
p ' -~12+) 

t for M = 5•106kg 
g 

and over most of the time interval 

~ r (t) ex: t ( 3. 2) 

Here 5/2+ means a number which j_s slightly larger than 5/2. 

Both r(t) and x(t) vary with time much like the dimension and 

concentration of passive scalar clouds in atmospheric turbulence. 

The rapid increase of has X + 1% ls consistent with equation 

(3.2) and (2.24). As x ➔ 1%, U=U so that equation (2.24) muy be u. 
written 
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(
dhd) 
dt m 

o:: u3(dr)-2 
a dt 

Integration then gives 

.l r (rn) 
·101

''1 ( h rn) 

10) 

102 

10 

o:: u3 ti 
a 

( 3. 3) 

1 - 

\ 

r 

Figure 3. 1: The dcve Lopmeni: of an instantaneous ly re Leaned propane 
cloud. llcavy curves: ,,M<J '.'.'.'. 5•10r,kg. Thin curucc : Mg - 5•10

2
kg; 

U - I} /, me=i n = I •·10 3 "' - 0 ') C'' - 2 C Q - • tJ V .J L,. J" ,..1 • u.4 - • u_, 1.,5 - • d. 
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If Lh c ve r U.ca l f_;p:r:c;1d hn d been 9ovcr nec! by wm L n r.'(l u~1 t:. Lon 

(2.30), one would have hac.1 

( 3 . ti ) 

J 

'I'h e Lowo r f l a rmua b Lo 1 imi t, LFL, is located c1. t a. vo.l umc co nc o n 
+r a Llon of a ppr ox Lmat o Ly 5\~. \Hth turbulent co nco n t r a t. i.on 

f Luct.u a t i.on s of the order of 5-10 s upo r po nc d on Lh o mc a n v.i Luc , 

there is a .r o a so nab Ly large probab.i.li ty of l~Jn.i.U on even ett a 

mo an mix in<] r att.o of 1%. This mean mixing r a t i.o 01.~ m.i s s concen 
tration is taken c1s represcntutive of the outer boundary of 

j_gni tion h a z a r d . Figure 3. 2 shows the e s ti ma t ed t.Lmo to and 

rad.i.us of a propane cloud at x = 1%. In o. rcc1l cJ.oud there 

will be areas with less motion relative to the g~ound or air 

than in the bulk cloud. These ureas w i.Ll c xp er .i c nc c Lo s s 
entruinmcnt thun the rest of the cloud and thus hc:1ve a high X· 
The horizontal mixing inside the cloud is probc:1bly slow 

because the eddies only have a horizontul d:i.mcnslon of the 

order of h. This probably implies that the time of potential 

hazard is underestimated by t(x=li). The same reasons 

suggest that r(x==l%) overestimc:1tcs the hazard rod:i.us at the 

time t(x=l%}. 

As seen from f .igurc 3. 2 the estimated hazard time a nd r ad i.u s 

increase with released mass approximately like 

t ( X == 1 7.i ) ex: M i/3 
g ( J. 5) 

r ( X= l ?5 ) cc M 2/'> g ( 3. G) 

I\ rough c s Li.ma Lc of t he cloucl hc Lq h t; at t.ho s t.a Lc , X = .li, 

is obtained from the Jefinilion of x anJ cyualio11 (2.3) 

102 M 
h (X:== 1 ?; ) ·- -- !) _ 

tr p ( ;C' l ?i ) r 2 ( X'" .I.!/; ) 
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r(m) 

M0 {:<'J) 
--r-;, I '/ >•- 
10 ·· lG 

Figure 3. 2: The i ime until and »adiue at 1% mixing ratio. 
Inei.ant-aneoue release of propane, Heavy curves: 
cf= 2•10-3• Thin curves: cf= 2·10-2; Ua =0.5 ms-1., 
a4 = 0.2., a5 = 2.5. 

or i11 conventional units 

M 
h(x=l%) ~ 25 _g _ 

r2(x=l%) 
( 3. 7) 

With the use of equation (3.6) this gives 

h(x=l%) cc Ml/5 g 
( 3 • 8) 
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The height of the cloud at X= 1% is thus predicted to increase 

very slowly with the mass released. Both t(x=l%), r(x=l%) and 

h(x=l%) vary significantly with cf which characterize the state 

of the underlying surface. Figure 3.3 show that t(x=l%) and 

r(x=l%) also vary significantly with the wind velocity. The 

maximum distance to ignition hazard, x(x=J.%), is of the order 

x(x=l%) ~ Uat(x=l%) + r(x=l%) 

t (s) 
r(rn) 
x(m) 

( 3. 9) 

102 
0 

Uc (rn/s) 
--r------r---..----,---..-----i-·----·1-·---1---''"-- 

6 3 2 4 

Ei.qure 3. 3: "Hazard" time t(x=1%) radius, r>(x=1%) and distance x(x=1%) 
for an instanto.neous release of Mg = 5•.10l'kg propane as 
functions of wind speed. cf= 2•10-3, a4=0.2, a5=2.5. 

Figure 3.3 indicates that x(x=l%) reaches a maximum at small 

transport velocities. This appears to be physically reason 

able. Also x(x~l%) decreases rapidly with increasing values of 

A water vapour content characterized by a dew point depression 

of 1 deg at a temperature of 10°c is predicted to affect the 

above results very littJ.e. The temperature rise of the cloud 

is somewhat faster, but it is fast also without mojsture. It 
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has been indicated that the moisture must be important in certain 

equations over some time intervals. However, for the dispersion 

(which is an integral process) over a long time interval, it is 

predicted not to be important at atmospheric temperatures 

below 10°c. 

3.1.2 Continuous release 

When the variables are expressed as functions of x=U t, the a 
state of a continuously released propane cloud is described 

by the equations (2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.9, 2.12, 2.14, 2.16, 

2.18, 2.19, 2.23, 2.24, 2.25, 2.30 and 2.33). As shown in 

Figure 3.4, the general properties of the solution is analogous 

to the instantaneous source case.· 

The gravity fall of the plume dominates only at distances from 

the source that are not significantly larger than the transverse 

horizontal dimension of the cloud. After a short distance, the 

height of the cloud increases rapidly. As x ➔ x(x=l%) one has 

approximately 

Q_Q x] o: p , 
-(2+) X . (3.10) 

Over most of the interesting downwind distance, the transverse 

dimension obeys the approximate relation. 

r(x) 0: (3.11) 

The variation of x and r with distance from the source thus 

appears to be almost similar to the variation of the maximum 

concentration and dimension of passive scalar plumes in atmo 

spheric turbulence. 
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r(m) 
102 h(m) 

10 

10-1 

\ 
\ ---~----~------"---+-,---~- 

x(m) 

10 102 103 

F'iqure ::; • 4: The doumioind deue Lopmeni: 
dM 

cloud. dtg = 
O'J4 = 0. 2, Cls = 

of a cont inuounl.u rel.eased propane 

so kg s-1, va= 5 -:', cf= z-to:', 
2. 5. 

The rapid increase of has x➔l% is again to be understood by 

means of the entrainment equation (2.24), which for a continuous 

release reads 

dh ( )-2 d 2 3 2 dr 
dx = asa1 (½cf) / cl.x (3.12) 

With a r(x)-variation as given by equation (3.11). This gives 

h ( x ) ex: x 5/3 7- d (3.13) 
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The maximum hazard distance is shown in Figure 3.5. The 

distance, x(x=l%), and the transverse dimension, r(x=l%), 

increase with released mass approximately like 

x(x=1%) 

r(x=l%) 

(3.14) 

a: (dMg) 2/3 + 
dt 

(3.15) 

104 

103 

x(rn) 
r (ml 

102 

10 - 

dMg 
-- (kq/s) d t - 

.1 10 102 103 

D·isLance to and tvaneo erce dimene ion at 1% mi-.-cino ratio. 
Conirinuoue r el-eaee of propane, cf --= 2, 10-3, o.4 = 0. 2:, 
0,5 = 2. 5. 
------ : x ( x::: 1 % ) , --- • : r ( X= 1 % ) , 
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Suppose that 5•10
1'kg were released over a time intervQl of 

tr= 5 min, giving a source strength of l.7•102kg/s. Figure 

(3.3) and (3.5) may then be used to compare the hazard distances 

for instantaneous and continuous releases. It is observed that 

the instantaneous release gives the highest hazard distance, 

as it should. However, the difference is.not remarkably large. 

As the hazard distance from any release over the time tr must 

lie between the two, it does not seem important, for the 

purpose of hazard distance estimation, to model the release 

process in great detail. 

3.2 Methane cloud 

With a molecular weight of mg= 16 g/mol and initial temperature 

T(O) - 113 the model should describe the development of a 

methane cloud released at boiling temperature. •rhe general 

properties of an instantaneously released cloud is shown in 

Figure 3.6. 

The development of a rnethan cloud is very rapid. At tl1e stage 

when p=pa, the temperature of the gas mixture is still as cold 

as approximately -100°c. 

The time when the densities of cloud and atmosphere become equal, 

t(p=oa), and the cloud radius at this stage, r(p=pa), are shown 

as functions of released mass in Figure 3.7. At the temperature 

Ta= 10°c, these curves are not much affected by water vapour. 
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103 

r(m) 
h(m) 

10 

-1 
'IO 

F-igur•e 3. 6: '.rhe state of an instantaneously »el.eaeed methane cloud. 
Heavy curves: Mg= 5•ZC6lcg. Th-iri curves: Mg= 5•102kg 
u = 0.5 ms-13 cf= 2•10-3, a4 = 0.23 as= 2.5. o; 

It is observed that the relationships between t(p=p ), 
a 

r(o=p ) and M are approximately . a g 

M 1/!i t(p=p) a: a g (3.16) 

r ( p = p ) a: M i/3 
a g 

(3.17) 

t(p=pa) varies remarkably little with released mnss. It varies 
-1 

much with the mean wind. For a wind of 5 ms , a friction 

coeffj_cicnt of 2•10-3 and a mass of 5•104 kg, it turns out 

that.: t(p=-=pa) is as smiJ.11 as 45 ~cc. 
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103- 

102 

t (sl 
r(m) 

FiguY'G. 3.?: The time for an instantaneously released J?1ethane cloud 
to reach atmospheric density and the cloud radi.us at 
this -(,nstant. Heavy curves: cf == 2• 10-3• Thin curuec : 
cf= 2-10-2; Ua = 0.5 ms-1, a4 = 0.2, a5 = 2.~. 

The gas mixture is still hazardous at this stage. It is obvious 

that the model is not applicable for the subsequent cloud 

development. As the cloud is very cold, there is still convective 

activity and the further development of the cloud may not even 

be a well posed problem (equation 2.21). It seems reasonable 

to assume that the dilution of the cloud will be more rapid 

than turbulent atmospheric dispersion of pasive scalars from 

an instantaneous area source with a source strenth given as 

Mg/nr2(p=pa) or an "initial" concentration distribution x(p=pa), 

This dispersion has been discussed in the classic literature 

on turbulent diffusion. For the purpose of a rough outline of 

this, the mixing ratio is estimated to be of the order 

X(t) = 
Mg 

(3.18) 
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Here w is the characteristic vertJ.cal turbulent velocity. As 

the computations suggest that Mg>>Ma(P=Pa) and h(n=Pa)<< 

w [t(x=l%) - t(p=paD, equation (3.18) may be written· 

x(t) ~ 
h(p=p) a for x(t)= 0(1%) 

The hazard time is thus of the order 

(3.19) 

t(X =1%) ~ t(p =P ) + 102 

d w (3.20) 

Most of the experiments on the spread of "heavy" gases ha.ve been 

done with meth~ne (7, 8, 9). The mass released has always been 

small. If the present model is reilistic, the time or distance 

along the wind until p=pa is then very small. With the coarse 

spatial resolution oi the recording locations, it may then be 

more relevant to consider these experiments as "convective" 

dispersion experiments from a large area source (line source 

for continuous releases). The large concentration fluctuations 

observed in these experiments could be an indication of the same. 

3.3 Sensjtivity analysis 

The variation with as is, as indicated in section 7..6.3, 

expected to be most important for Ua>Ug (continuous source). 

The most dominant variation appears in the state variable x(x). 

Figure 3.4 shows that the hazard distance may increase a factor 

of approximately 2 when as is decreased a factor of 10. 
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The variation with a4 is, as indicated in section 2.6.3, expected 

to be most important for Ua < Ug (instantaneous source). Again 

x(t) is the state variable that show the most dominant effect. 

Figure 3.6 indicates that a methane cloud remains denser than 

air somewhat longer when a4 is increased by a factor of two. 

Table 3.1 indicates that the variation of the gas dispersion 

with the coefficient a1 is also reasonably small. As expected, 

t(x=l%) decreases somewhat with increasing values of a1• 

Tabl:e ,3.1: Variation of hazard variables with the ooeff1:cient a1• 
Instantaneous release <::J 5•.704 kg propane. 
Ua = 2 ms-1, cf= 2•10 

Ct l t(x=l%) x(x=l%) r(x=l%) h(x=l%) 

1.0 37 0 s 1.1 km 380 m 8 m 

1.4 290.s 1.0 km 400 m 8 m 
,' 

It thus seems that uncertainties about numerical coefficients 

are not essential for estimation of the spiead of heavy gase~. 

The variation with the initial shape of the cloud was investigated 

for an instantaneous release of 5•104 kg propane. It turns out 

that differences between two clouds characterizized by 

r(O)=2h(O) and r(O) = 20 h(O) vanished very rapidly. The 

hazard parameters t(x=l%), r(x=l%) are predicted to be 

approximately independent of the initial shape of the cloud. 

The dispersion of different heavy gases instantaneously released 

at their boiling temperature is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The 

figure suggests that the dispersion will only vary slightly from 

one heavy gas to another. 
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Figure 3.8: Time to and dimensions of [our instantaneously released 
heavy gas clouds at a mixing ratio of 1%. 

-1 -3 0.5 ms , cf= 2•10 , a4 = 0.2, as= M =:: 5 • 1 O '• kg U g , a 2. s. 

The lRrge variation of gas spread occurs with cf, which 

parameterizes the state of the underlying surface and with 

U, which parameterizes the state of the atmosphere. Varying a 
environmental conditions are thus predicted to affect the 

spread of heavy gases significantly. 

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

One has tried to describe the dynamics of the most essential 

state variables of a heavy gas cloud as simply as possible. 

Different refinements of some approximations are obvious, but 

the design of a consistent and significantly more realistic 

model seem to introduce complications. 
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It turns out that some aspects of the model appear to be unreal 

istic i): The initial development of a cloud may be so rapid 

compared to the time scale, tr' of a realistically generated 

cloud that the two processes, release and spreading, should be 

modelled simultaneously. ii): At its minimum, the height of the 

cloud is not significantly larger than the typical vertical 

dimension of a realistic density interface and the dimension 

of the lowest surface layer characterized by large mean flow 

gradients and surface obstacles. In a realistic release and 

initial spreading process there will probably be larger air 

entrainment than in the present model. Surface obstacles, such 

as sea waves, of a height comparable to the cloud height would 

probably also increase the entrainment. It appears, therefore, 

that the height of a heavy gas cloud is underestimated in this 

model. 

Otherwise, the model appears to be attractive: The results do 

not depend critically upon uncertainties about numerical coeffi 

cients. It the opposite were true, the model would only provided 

a complicated computation of an uncertain result. This,and the 

opinion that the model is based on reasonable physics, suggests 

that if it, or a refined analogous model, could explain compre 

hensive experimental data on small releases of gas, it would 

probably serve to predict quite accurately the spread of large 

(accidental) gas releases too. The dependence between state 

variables of particular relevance to potential hazard, t(x=1%), 

x(x=l%) and r(X=l%), is predicted to increase less than linearly 

with the mass released. 

The potential hazard is predicted to vary significantly with 

the state of the underlying surface and atmosphere. The stati 

stics of hazard is therefore closely related to the statistics 

of environmental states. In particular will the accuracy of 

time prediction of the potential hazard following an accidental 

release of gas be highly dependent upon the accuracy of time 

prediction of actual environmental conditions. 
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The large variation of gas dispersion with the state of the 

environments and in addition the fact that these states are 

highly stochastic, suggest that a sufficient number of compre 

hensive diffusion experiments on heavy gas dispersion would be 

very expensive. It therefore seems ~1at hazard estimation, at 

least in the next decade, must be based on poorly verified, 

incomplete theoretical models of heavy gas spread. However, 

the more critical aspects of our model could probably be· 

verified, modified or rejected by means of reasonably inexpen 

sive experiments. The aspects are the assumption of approximate 

uniform spatial distribution of concentration insJ.de the cloud 

and the cloud height variation with time and downwind distance. 
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